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Abstract
Forensic speech scientists may sometimes be faced with the
task of extracting information about an unknown speaker in a
recording. It is proposed here that accent recognition technol-
ogy could assist analysts in such cases and we begin to explore
the Y-ACCDIST system’s potential for this purpose. Research
on Y-ACCDIST so far has largely focussed on its ability to dis-
tinguish between varieties which are much more similar to one
another than previous automatic accent recognition research [1].
The experiments presented here build on this and challenge Y-
ACCDIST in other ways relevant to forensic applications: spon-
taneous speech data and degraded data.
Index Terms: forensic speech technology, accent recognition

1. Introduction
Most of the work by a forensic speech analyst is on speaker
comparison tasks. This is the task of analysing one speech
recording against another to assess whether the speech in both
recordings was produced by the same speaker. Speaker recog-
nition technology can assist with this kind of task. On a lesser
scale, there is another task a forensic analyst might be faced
with called speaker profiling. Rather than comparing two sam-
ples, this type of task involves analysing a speech sample to
extract information about the speaker. One example of the type
of real-life case is a ransom telephone call [2]. Useful infor-
mation might include his or her geographical origin. Currently,
the speaker profiling task is done manually with no technology
to assist with this kind of task. This paper further investigates
the possibility of testing a specific automatic accent recognition
system, Y-ACCDIST (the York ACCDIST-based automatic ac-
cent recognition system) [1], for forensic applications.

The following addresses the idea of forensic accent recog-
nition by first giving an overview of accent recognition in sec-
tion 2. It first reviews forensic speaker profiling (from a man-
ual point of view) before then exploring what has already been
achieved by speech technologists in automatic accent recogni-
tion more generally. Section 3 presents experiments of the Y-
ACCDIST system being applied to forensically relevant accent
data. This includes a technical description of Y-ACCDIST. Sec-
tion 4 summarises the paper and puts forward ways in which the
research area of automatic accent recognition for forensic appli-
cations could be further developed.

2. Accent Recognition
While accent recognition and perception is of course of soci-
olinguistic interest, this section will initially focus on accent
recognition in relation to the forensic context. The second part
of this section will review past automatic accent recognition
studies, which have not necessarily been motivated by forensic
applications, but mostly by automatic speech recognition.

2.1. Forensic Speaker Profiling

Little literature exists on the topic of speaker profiling. As al-
ready stated, forensic speech science is largely concerned with
the speaker comparison task. This imbalance of research atten-
tion is naturally reflective of a forensic analyst’s workload. One
study which could be loosely tied to the task of speaker profiling
is [3]. They assessed the ability of different analysts to classify
speakers based on accent, in the context of Language Analy-
sis for the Determination of Origin (LADO). LADO is applied
to a small proportion of asylum seeker applications which re-
quire additional assessment to establish information about the
applicant. More specifically, we might want to know if the ap-
plicant is from where he or she claims, and an analysis of a
recorded interview can assist with this. [3] had recorded stim-
uli of native Ghanaian English speakers and Nigerian English
speakers. Different analysts (with varying degrees of exper-
tise) were asked the question for each speaker: Do you be-
lieve this person is speaking Ghanaian English? They compared
the performance of academic phoneticians, undergraduate stu-
dents, native speakers of Ghanaian English and LADO profes-
sionals. They found that the native speakers were the highest-
performing group at this task with an overall classification rate
of 86% correct. It would be of great interest to see how an au-
tomatic system would compare in a similar task, and whether
human analysts and an automatic system could combine their
strengths to obtain an overall higher result. This has not yet
been explored. To begin to do this, the following section cov-
ers some of the developments of automatic accent recognition
systems within speech technology.

2.2. Automatic Accent Recognition

Traditionally, automatic accent recognition research has fo-
cussed on building systems which improve the overall perfor-
mance of automatic speech recognition systems. By identifying
the accent of a speaker before attempting to recognise what is
being said, we can raise speech recognition rates [4].

A range of approaches have been trialled to conduct auto-
matic accent recognition. Taking inspiration from the work of
[5] in Language Identification (LID), [6] applied a variation of
a Phone Recognition followed by Language Modelling (PRLM)
system to the task of distinguishing between different Arabic
varieties. By estimating the sequence of phones in the unknown
utterances, using a phoneme recogniser, we can then assess this
sequence in terms of how likely the sample belongs to each of
the varieties in the reference set. [6] suggest that the varieties of
Arabic they use are distinguishable by the different phonemic
sequences, and this is reflected in the 6.0% Equal Error Rate
they achieve.

Other approaches have included more acoustic modelling,
rather than phonotactic modelling as above. [7] applied Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (GMMs), combined with Mel -Frequency
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Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), to the classification problem of
distinguishing between four Mandarin Chinese accent varieties.
With this approach, they achieved an error rate of 11.7% and
15.5% for females and males respectively.

The approaches discussed so far are text-independent. Text-
independent systems come with the practical advantage of not
needing an orthographic transcription to accompany the speech
sample. As a consequence, this broadens the pool of applica-
tions these systems can be used for. However, some applica-
tions (like the forensic application) might benefit from a text-
dependent option if it can bring the precision that is required.
[8] introduced the ACCDIST metric for automatic accent recog-
nition. It is a text-dependent method which calculates intra-
speaker distances between vowel sounds found in a speech sam-
ple. A clearer idea of how an ACCDIST-based system works is
given in the Y-ACCDIST system description further below in
3.1.

[9] compared a number of automatic accent recognition
systems on the same corpus. They compared a combination
of text-independent and text-dependent systems. These were
GMM-based acoustic systems and ACCDIST-based systems.
They were all tested on the Accents of the British Isles corpus
[10]. This corpus contains recordings of speakers from 14 loca-
tions spanning the breadth of the British Isles. In a 14-way clas-
sification their highest-performing system (which was a text-
dependent ACCDIST-based system) achieved 95.18% accu-
racy. This unsurprisingly outperformed their text-independent
GMM-based systems (which achieved 61.13% and 76.11% on
the same task). Of course, a text-dependent system outper-
formed the text-independent systems, but the text-independent
systems still seem to perform well on a 14-way classification
task.

2.3. Y-ACCDIST

Y-ACCDIST is a text-dependent accent recognition system
based on the ACCDIST metric [8]. What separates Y-
ACCDIST from previously developed ACCDIST-based sys-
tems in [8] and [9] is that Y-ACCDIST is able to process
content-mismatched speech. Past ACCDIST-based systems
have relied on testing and training speech content to be the
same, as the vowel segments they analyse and compare are re-
stricted to specific contexts. In the case of [8], word-specific
vowels are analysed and compared, and in the case of [9],
triphone-context vowels are used. Y-ACCDIST, on the other
hand, collapses phones into phonemic categories to analyse and
compare. Details of how this is done are given in section 3.1.

Y-ACCDIST has previously been tested with the foren-
sic application in mind. [11] explored Y-ACCDIST’s perfor-
mance on varieties which were assumed to have a greater de-
gree of similarity between them. Past research on automatic ac-
cent recognition (due to the focus on automatic speech recogni-
tion) has been concerned with categorising speakers into accent
groups with great differences between them. This is of course
useful to automatic speech recognition which suffers due to the
great variation among speakers. However, for the forensic ap-
plication, it is of interest to challenge an accent recognition sys-
tem’s sensitivity in terms of how well it can distinguish between
varieties which are much more similar. Past research ([1] [11])
has demonstrated Y-ACCDIST’s ability to distinguish between
the varieties in the Accent and Identity on the Scottish/English
Border (AISEB) corpus [12].

AISEB was collected for sociolinguistic purposes and con-
tains speakers from Berwick-upon-Tweed, Carlisle, Eyemouth

and Gretna. A subset of AISEB was used to test Y-ACCDIST,
where the recorded reading passage was taken from 30 speak-
ers from each of the four locations in the corpus. Testing all
120 speakers in a leave-one-out training and testing configura-
tion, Y-ACCDIST was able to classify these speakers into the
four accent groups with a rate of 86.7% correct.

In a similar way to [9], [13] compared Y-ACCDIST against
three different GMM-based accent recognisers. However, these
comparative experiments were run on the AISEB corpus of
geographically-proximate accents, rather than the ABI corpus.
As already discussed, [9] found the text-dependent ACCDIST-
based systems to outperform the text-independent GMM-based
systems. [13] found that this was also the case when testing
these kinds of systems on the AISEB corpus, but the ACCDIST-
based systems appeared to be much more robust to more simi-
lar accent varieties. The text-independent GMM-based systems
seemed to suffer much more due to the more challenging dis-
tinctions to make between more similar varieties. On the four-
way AISEB accent classification task the GMM-UBM system
achieved 37.5% correct, which is well below the 86.7% the Y-
ACCDIST system achieved.

While researching system performance on geographically-
proximate accents does move towards more forensically rele-
vant experiments, there are of course still a number of aspects
that are forensically relevant, which remain uncovered. The ex-
periments presented below address other areas which are of in-
terest to the forensic application: spontaneous speech data and
degraded data.

3. Experiments
First, this section gives a technical description of the inner
workings of Y-ACCDIST. Following this, the experiments and
results of testing Y-ACCDIST on conversational spontaneous
speech data, and degraded data are given.

3.1. Y-ACCDIST Development Details

The following steps take place to train Y-ACCDIST and classify
an unknown speech sample:

1. For each speaker in the training data, a speech sam-
ple and orthographic transcription are passed through a
forced aligner. The forced aligner was built using the
Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) [14] and a British
English phoneset.

2. A midpoint MFCC (12 coefficients) was extracted for
each phone in each speaker’s sample.

3. An average MFCC is calculated for each phoneme in the
phoneme inventory.

4. In a matrix (a Y-ACCDIST matrix), the Euclidean dis-
tance between every pair of phonemes is calculated us-
ing the average MFCC representations. One of these ma-
trices is computed for each speaker. These distances are
expected to capture accent-specific information. To illus-
trate, we can look at the foot-strut split in British English.
A typical speaker of Northern English English will pro-
duce the vowels in foot and strut very similarly. A typ-
ical speaker of Southern English English, however, will
produce the vowels of foot and strut differently. The Eu-
clidean distance between these two vowels in a Northern
speaker’s matrix will therefore be smaller than the one
calculated for a Southern speaker. An illustration of a
matrix is given in the figure below:
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Figure 1: Illustration of part of a Y-ACCDIST matrix.

For the experiments in this paper, all phonemes in the
phoneset (vowels and consonants) were included in the
Y-ACCDIST matrices

5. Using these Y-ACCDIST matrices to represent each of
the training speakers, they are fed into a Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) with a linear kernel. For each ac-
cent group on rotation, the training speaker Y-ACCDIST
matrices are plotted to form a one-against-the-rest in
the SVM, which is effectively multi-dimensional space,
forming an optimal ‘hyperplane’ each time. When clas-
sifying an unknown speaker’s speech sample, it is first
converted into a Y-ACCDIST matrix in the way de-
scribed in steps 1-3. On each of the rotations for each ac-
cent, the unknown speaker’s matrix is fed into the SVM.
The accent group the unknown matrix forms the clearest
margin with is the accent group the unknown speaker is
assigned.

3.2. Spontaneous Speech

So far, Y-ACCDIST has largely been tested on tightly controlled
experimental data. The speech data in past experiments on the
AISEB corpus were done where each speaker was recorded
reading the same passage. A change in dataset allows for more
forensically relevant experiments to take place, where a large
amount of spontaneous speech is produced by speakers of dif-
ferent accents. A description of the selected corpus is given
below:

3.2.1. The Corpus

The data used for the experiments presented here were taken
from the Language Change in Northern English corpus [15].
A subset of speakers’ conversational speech recordings (with a
sampling rate of 44.1kHz), along with their orthographic tran-
scriptions were taken for these experiments. The speech record-
ings of 45 adult speakers (male and female) from Manchester,
Newcastle and York (15 in each group), along with their or-
thographic transcriptions, were manually pre-processed. 10
minutes of net speech per speaker (and the accompanying or-
thographic transcriptions) were prepared for the experiments
shown below.

3.2.2. Results

On the three-way accent classification task, distinguishing be-
tween speakers from Manchester, Newcastle and York, Y-
ACCDIST achieved a recognition rate of 80.0% correct. Dis-
played below is the resulting confusion matrix for this task.

Table 1: Confusion matrix of results generated using sponta-
neous speech recordings.

Accent Manc. Newc. York.
Manc. 12 0 3
Newc. 2 12 1
York. 1 2 12

3.3. Degraded Data

While testing Y-ACCDIST on spontaneous speech is more
forensically relevant than previous experiments, the quality of
the recordings is still unrealistic to the application. Forensic
speech scientists mostly work with telephonic-quality or other
degraded recordings. To begin to explore Y-ACCDIST’s po-
tential as an analytical tool on degraded data, the data used in
the experiments above were degraded to a quality which resem-
bles telephony. The recordings were downsampled to 8kHz,
bandpass-filtered 250-3500Hz, and a-law compression was ap-
plied. The same experiments were re-run to achieve a recog-
nition rate of 64.4% correct. The confusion matrix attached to
this result is given in the table below:

Table 2: Confusion matrix of results generated using sponta-
neous speech recordings degraded down to telephonic quality.

Accent Manc. Newc. York.
Manc. 7 4 4
Newc. 0 13 2
York. 2 4 9

Between the results generated from the good-quality data
and those from degraded data, we can see an expected drop
in performance. When we compare the two confusion matri-
ces from each of the quality conditions, it is interesting to ob-
serve which particular accent groups appear to suffer more in
the degraded condition. While the number of correctly classi-
fied Newcastle speakers seem to remain approximately the same
under the degraded condition, the number of correctly classified
Manchester and York speakers fall. This may be indicating that
out of the three accent groups, Newcastle is the most distinct
variety and so can withstand a more challenging data condition.
Research on a larger data pool would be required to investigate
this further.

3.4. Quantity of Data

One key criticism of the experiments presented above is the
quantity of speech used to train and test the system. A 10-
minute speech sample per speaker does not realistically align
with what would normally be available to a forensic analyst.
We can diminish the quantity of speech per speaker and run
the system at different speech sample lengths. In increments of
30 seconds, the graph below demonstrates the effect of speech
sample length on classification rate under the good-quality data
condition.
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Figure 2: Classification rates with varying length of speech
sample.

The graph shows a general improvement in performance
between 30-second samples and 10-minute samples. However,
it does not appear to be a stable increase in classification rate.
While we reach a good recognition rate of 75.5% correct with 3
minutes of speech (a length much more reflective of what might
be available to a forensic analyst), performance fluctuates be-
yond this. Due to the relatively small dataset, a larger dataset
would be required to investigate this further. However, it might
be that the change in segmental distribution that occurs in dif-
ferent lengths of speech samples has an unpredictable effect on
performance.

4. Summary and Discussion
This paper has further entertained the idea of applying auto-
matic accent recognition technology to forensic casework. The
Y-ACCDIST system was applied to the Language Change in
Northern English corpus to assess its performance on sponta-
neous speech data (compared to reading passage data which Y-
ACCDIST has already been tested on). On a three-way accent
classification task, 80.0% correct was achieved. Degrading this
data down to a quality that resembled telephony generated a re-
sult of 64.4% correct.

These findings only just begin to explore a specific auto-
matic accent recognition system’s performance in a forensic
context. Numerous avenues for further research exist. Below
covers just three of these:

• As already stated above, much of the focus in foren-
sic speech science is the task of speaker comparison. It
would be interesting to see whether Y-ACCDIST could
assist in some speaker comparison cases (i.e, can a Y-
ACCDIST matrix represent a speaker’s pronunciation
pattern to specifically distinguish him or her from a
wider speaker population?).

• Y-ACCDIST is highly reliant on segmental information
to be able to work. In a given accent recognition task,
certain segments are more telling than others (and this
will vary depending on the particular accent varieties
we are dealing with). It is therefore reasonable to as-
sume that an unknown speech sample might need to con-
tain a certain distribution of segments to obtain a reli-
able result. Another line of inquiry is to establish the
segmental criteria an unknown speech sample needs to

meet in order to be reliably processed and assessed by
Y-ACCDIST.

• One important topic in forensic speech science is to do
with the conclusion outputs of a system. In the experi-
ments in this paper, only a closed-set classification task
has been conducted. In reality, it might be more use-
ful to determine the likelihood of a speaker belonging to
a certain accent group with a more open-set approach.
Integrating likelihood ratios is therefore considered an
important development to the system.

Future research will target these directions.
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